Graceful songs travel through the air
In melodic waves around the world,
Singers and dancers vocalize and pirouette,
Echoing their songs across the globe.

Notes of joy,
Notes of love,
Notes of bliss, and
Notes of peace.

Give me a song of hope
And a world where I can sing it.
Give me a tapestry of chords,
And a canvas where I can weave it.

Take the stage and take the reins,
Never let hope be something forgotten.
Use your beautiful voice to chant powerful cadences,
The tunes cascading like a soothing stream.

Your vocals unite the world
Under a single anthem of hope.

There's no need to truly
Sing or dance or prance,
Vibrant rhythms can still be yours.
Just stay strong and true

And never stop singing your song of hope.